The ability to decide advantageously among options that vary in both their risks and rewards is critical for survival and well-being. Previous work shows that some forms of risky decision-making are robustly modulated by monoamine signaling, but it is less clear how monoamine signaling modulates decision-making under risk of explicit punishment. The goal of these experiments was to determine how this form of decision-making is modulated by dopamine, serotonin, and norepinephrine signaling, using a task in which rats choose between a small, 'safe' food reward and a large food reward associated with variable risks of punishment. Preference for the large, risky reward (risk-taking) was reduced by administration of a D2/3 dopamine receptor agonist (bromocriptine) and a selective D2 agonist (sumanirole). The selective D3 agonist PD128907 appeared to attenuate reward discrimination abilities but did not affect risk-taking per se. In contrast, drugs targeting serotonergic and noradrenergic signaling had few if any effects on choice behavior. These data suggest that in contrast to other forms of risky decisionmaking, decision-making under risk of punishment is selectively modulated by dopamine signaling, predominantly through D2 receptors. Behavioural Pharmacology 29:745-761
Introduction
Many of life's decisions involve choices between options that vary in both the magnitude of possible benefits and the potential for adverse outcomes accompanying those benefits. The ability to choose adaptively when faced with such 'risky' decisions is critical for financial, social, and medical well-being. Unfortunately, adaptive risky decision-making can be impaired in a number of psychiatric and neurological conditions (Chandler et al., 2009; Ha et al., 2012; Guillaume et al., 2015; Koob 2015; Xi et al., 2015) . For example, substance use disorders are characterized by an enhanced preference for rewards and a concomitant discounting of accompanying costs, leading to the greater choice of risky options (Stout et al., 2004 (Stout et al., , 2005 Thompson et al., 2012; Tomassini et al., 2012) . In contrast, anorexia nervosa is characterized by pathological risk aversion (Cavedini et al., 2004; Compan et al., 2015; Guillaume et al., 2015) . Importantly, maladaptive risktaking in these conditions is evident in both laboratory and real-world settings, suggesting that it could contribute to disease morbidity (Lejuez et al., 2002 (Lejuez et al., , 2003 Wallsten et al., 2005) . Hence, it is important to investigate both the mechanisms of maladaptive risky decisionmaking and potential strategies by which it can be optimized.
Research in both human and nonhuman animal subjects shows that risky decision-making is robustly modulated by monoamine systems, including dopamine, serotonin, and norepinephrine. Across species, acute administration of amphetamine or methylphenidate, which enhance monoamine availability through interactions with monoamine transporters, can either increase or decrease preference for probabilistic versus certain rewards, depending on task design and study population (DeVito et al., 2008; St Onge and Floresco, 2009; Zeeb et al., 2009; Rogers, 2011) . Comparable results have been obtained with more selective pharmacological manipulations. For example, augmentation of dopamine availability in human subjects by administration of its precursor L-DOPA enhances preference for probabilistic over certain rewards with equivalent expected values (Rigoli et al., 2016) . Administration of selective dopamine receptor agonists and antagonists has a range of effects on risky decision-making, depending on both the receptor subtype and behavioral task employed (St Onge and Floresco, 2009; Rogers, 2011; Norbury et al., 2013; van Enkhuizen et al., 2013; Di Ciano et al., 2015; Barrus and Winstanley, 2016; Zalocusky et al., 2016; Milienne-Petiot et al., 2017) . Serotonin and norepinephrine signaling have been less well investigated than dopamine in the context of risky decision-making. Systemic manipulation of serotonergic signaling by acute tryptophan depletion (which reduces brain serotonin levels), reuptake inhibitors, or direct agonists/antagonists has been shown to have a variety of effects on performance in risky decision-making tasks, depending on the drug, task, and species studied (Long et al., 2009; Zeeb et al., 2009; Macoveanu et al., 2013 Macoveanu et al., , 2014 Adams et al., 2017) . Finally, in the few studies in which it has been assessed, noradrenergic reuptake blockade or direct agonists/antagonists have been shown to shift rats' preference for certain versus uncertain rewards (Montes et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) .
Despite the extensive evidence for modulatory actions of all three major monoamine systems on risky decisionmaking, much of it comes from laboratory tasks in which subjects choose between certain and uncertain rewards, which are often equivalent in expected value, and in the absence of truly adverse outcomes. In contrast, 'risk' as colloquially defined usually refers to a potential for consequential loss or harm; indeed, the Oxford English Dictionary (2018) defines risk as 'the possibility that something unpleasant or unwelcome will happen.' To model decision-making in which the 'risk' involves the potential for truly adverse outcomes (i.e. punishment), our laboratory developed a 'risky decision-making task' in which rats make discrete-trial choices between a small, 'safe' food reward and a large food reward accompanied by varying probabilities of mild footshock (Simon et al., 2009) . Using this task, we found that acute amphetamine administration robustly and dose-dependently decreases risk-taking behavior (i.e. shifts rats' choices away from the large, risky reward toward the small safe reward) in a manner that is not easily accounted for by effects of the drug on reward motivation or cognitive flexibility (Simon et al., 2009; Orsini et al., 2016 Orsini et al., , 2018 . Additional experiments showed that the effects of amphetamine are partially attenuated by co-administration of a dopamine D2/3 (but not D1) receptor antagonist, and mimicked by administration of a D2/3 (but not D1) agonist, suggesting that actions at D2/3 receptors are at least in part responsible for the effects of amphetamine on risk-taking behavior (Simon et al., 2011) .
In light of these data, there were two main goals of the current experiments, both of which were addressed using a systemic behavioral pharmacological approach. The first was to build on our previous work to evaluate the specific roles of D2 versus D3 receptor signaling in decision-making under risk of punishment. The second was to begin to evaluate the role of serotonin and norepinephrine signaling in this form of decision-making. It is important to note that although all three monoamine systems have been previously (and in some cases extensively) evaluated in other rodent risky decisionmaking contexts (Homberg et al., 2008; St Onge and Floresco, 2009; Zeeb et al., 2009; Ishii et al., 2015; Montes et al., 2015; Adams et al., 2017; Baarendse et al., 2013) , the effects of both behavioral pharmacological and neurobiological manipulations can differ substantially depending on the type of risky outcome (e.g. probability of reward omission vs. probability of punishment). Thus, a thorough evaluation of the latter is important for determining optimal strategies for normalizing risktaking behavior (Anselme, 2015; Orsini et al., 2015) .
Methods

Subjects
Male Long-Evans rats (n = 125; 275-300 g upon arrival from Charles River Laboratories, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA) were individually housed and maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 08.00 h) with free access to food and water except as noted. Rats were maintained at 85% of their free-feeding weight during behavioral testing, with target weights adjusted upward by 5 g every week to account for growth. All behavioral testing was performed during the light cycle. All procedures were conducted in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Texas A&M University or the University of Florida, and followed NIH guidelines.
Apparatus
Rats were tested in operant chambers housed in soundattenuating cabinets (Coulbourn Instruments, Holliston, Massachusetts, USA). Each cabinet was fitted with a 1.12-W house light mounted on the interior back wall. The operant chambers contained a food pellet delivery trough that was located 2 cm above the floor on the front wall. The trough contained a photobeam that detected nosepokes and a 1.12-W light bulb for illumination. Each operant chamber also contained two retractable levers located 11 cm above the floor on either side of the trough. The floor of the operant chamber was made of stainless steel rods that were connected to a scrambled shock generator (Coulbourn Instruments). An activity monitor was mounted on the ceiling of the chamber to detect locomotor activity through the use of an array of infrared detectors. The operant chambers were interfaced with a computer running Graphic State 3 or 4 software (Coulbourn Instruments) for experiment control and data collection.
Shaping
Rats underwent several stages of shaping prior to the start of testing in the risky decision-making task. Each shaping stage began on the day after rats reached criterion on the previous stage. Before the first shaping session, rats received five of the food pellets used to reward task performance in their home cages, to reduce food neophobia. Shaping began with magazine training, during which 45-mg food pellets (either grain-based or soy free, obtained from TestDiet; Richmond, Indiana, USA, 5TUM and 5TUL, respectively) were dispensed every 100 40 s into the food-pellet delivery trough during a 64 min session. To progress to the next shaping phase, rats were required to meet a criterion of 100 nosepokes into the food trough during a session. Once this criterion was met, rats were trained in sessions in which one lever (either left or right, randomized across rats) was extended into the operant chamber while the other stayed retracted. During these sessions, rats received a food pellet each time the lever was pressed (FR1 schedule). The rats had to meet a criterion of 50 lever presses in a 30-min session to move on to the next stage, in which the opposite lever was presented (but the procedures were otherwise identical). Once rats learned to reliably press both levers, they were trained on a protocol that required them to nosepoke into the trough upon illumination of the trough light. A nosepoke extinguished the light and caused one lever (left or right) to extend into the chamber. A press on this lever resulted in food pellet delivery and extinguished the house light. The criterion in this final stage was a minimum of 30 lever presses on each lever in a 60 min session.
Risky decision-making task
After shaping was complete, rats proceeded to testing in the risky decision-making task (Simon et al., 2009 (Simon et al., , 2011 . Each test session was 60 min in duration and consisted of five blocks of 18 trials each. Each 40 s trial started with the illumination of the house and food trough lights. A nosepoke into the food trough extinguished the trough light and triggered an extension of either a single lever (on forcedchoice trials) or both levers simultaneously (on free-choice trials). If rats failed to nosepoke within 10 s, both lights were extinguished and the trial was counted as an omission. A press on one lever always resulted in delivery of a small food reward (one pellet; small 'safe' reward), whereas a press on the other lever always resulted in delivery of a large food reward (two food pellets in experiments 1 and 3, and three food pellets in experiment 2; previous work from our lab indicates that the number of pellets composing the large reward does not influence choice behavior; Shimp et al., 2015) . The large reward was accompanied by a possible footshock (1 s, 0.20-0.55 mA). The probability of footshock was set at 0% in the first block of trials and increased across the five successive blocks (25, 50, 75, and 100%) . The large food reward was delivered upon every choice of the risky lever, regardless of shock delivery. The association of reward type (small safe or large risky) with the position of the lever (left or right) was randomized across rats, but for each rat, the association of reward type and lever position remained the same throughout testing. Each block of trials began with eight forced-choice trials (only one lever present) in which the punishment contingencies in effect for that block were established (four presentations of each lever, randomly presented). Forced-choice trials were followed by 10 free-choice trials, in which rats were free to choose between both levers. If rats did not press a lever within 10 s, the levers were retracted and the lights extinguished, and the trial was scored as an omission. Food delivery was accompanied by re-illumination of the house light and food trough light, which were then extinguished after rats retrieved the food pellets. On the forced-choice trials, the probability of shock following a press on the large reward lever was dependent across the four trials in each block [i.e. in the 25% risk block, one and only one of the four forced-choice trials (randomly selected) always resulted in shock, and in the 75% risk block, three and only three of the four forced-choice trials always resulted in shock]. In contrast, the probability of shock on the free-choice trials was independent of other trials in that block, such that the shock probability on each trial was the same irrespective of shocks delivered on previous trials in that block. For rats in experiments 1 (dopamine) and 3 (norepinephrine), the shock intensities were adjusted individually for each rat to attempt to maintain their performance roughly in the center of the parametric space. For rats in experiment 2 (serotonin), shock intensities were adjusted identically for the whole cohort of rats, again to attempt to maintain performance roughly in the center of the parametric space. Rats were trained on the task until the stable performance was achieved (see Data analysis section below; Simon et al., 2009 Simon et al., , 2011 .
Drug administration
For all experiments, drug administration (always at a volume of 1.0 ml/kg) was performed using a randomized, within-subjects design such that each rat received each dose of the drug and vehicle, with at least a 48-h washout period between successive administrations (Table 1 ). In cohorts of rats that were tested with more than one drug, rats were retrained until stable performance was achieved (at least 1 week between drugs). The drugs and dose ranges used were selected from previously published studies in which they were behaviorally active in tasks with comparable physical and cognitive demands (in the absence of significant effects on locomotion or motivation). See Table 1 for a full list of drugs and doses.
Experiment 1 (dopamine)
All drugs were administered intraperitoneally except for L-741 626 that was administered subcutaneously. Rats were tested in three cohorts of 16 each. Cohort 1 (n = 16) received bromocriptine (D2/3 dopamine receptor agonist; Tocris Bioscience, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA), which was prepared in 50 : 50 dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and 0.9% saline. Cohort 2 (n = 16) received PD128907 (selective D3 receptor agonist; Tocris Bioscience), which was prepared in 0.9% saline. Cohort 3 (n = 16) received L-741 626 (selective D2 receptor antagonist), SB-77011-A (selective D3 receptor antagonist), and sumanirole (selective D2 receptor agonist). L-741 626 (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA) was prepared in 51.67% DMSO and 48.33% saline. SB-77011-A (Tocris Bioscience) was prepared in 50 : 50 DMSO and 0.9% saline. Sumanirole (Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared in 0.9% saline. The drug doses and timing of injections before testing were based on previous studies that used these drugs in comparable behavioral tasks (St Onge and Floresco, 2009; Koffarnus et al., 2011; Simon et al., 2011; Fernando et al., 2012) . all drugs targeting the serotonergic system were injected intraperitoneally. Cohort 1 (n = 16) received citalopram hydrobromide (selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor), M100 907 (5-HT2A receptor antagonist), and SB242 084 (5-HT2C receptor antagonist). Citalopram (Tocris Bioscience) was prepared in 0.9% saline. M100 907 (Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared in 0.9% saline with the pH adjusted to 6.5 with acetic acid. The vehicle for SB 242 084 (Tocris Bioscience) consisted of 240 mg of anhydrous citric acid and 4 g of cyclodextrin dissolved in 50 ml of 0.9% saline to yield an 8% cyclodextrin in 25 mmol/l citric acid solution. The pH of this solution was then adjusted to 6.4 by adding 5 ml of 0.1 mol/l NaOH. Cohort 2 (n = 18) received WAY-100635 (5-HT1A receptor antagonist) followed by 8-OH-DPAT (5-HT1A receptor agonist). WAY-100 635 (Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared in PBS. 8-OH-DPAT (Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared in 0.9% saline. The drug doses and timing of injections before testing were based on previous studies that used these drugs in comparable behavioral tests (Winstanley et al., 2004; Boulougouris et al., 2008; Bari et al., 2009; Zeeb et al., 2009) .
Experiment 3 (norepinephrine)
A single cohort of rats (n = 11) was used to test the effects of atomoxetine (selective norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor). Atomoxetine (Tocris Bioscience) was prepared in 50 : 50 DMSO and 0.9% saline and administered intraperitoneally (Baarendse et al., 2013) .
Data analysis
Data files were either exported from Graphic State 3 and organized using a custom macro written for Microsoft Excel (Dr. Jonathan Lifshitz, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky, USA) or the raw data files were analyzed using a custom analysis template within Graphic State 4. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 24, IBM, Armonk, New York, USA. The primary measure of analysis was the percentage of free-choice trials in each block on which rats chose the large, risky reward. Stable performance on the task was assessed using a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) (session × trial block) on data from three consecutive sessions. Stability was defined by the absence of both a main effect of session and session × trial block interaction, as well as the presence of a main effect of the trial block. Drug effects were assessed using a repeated-measures ANOVA, with both drug dose and trial block as withinsubjects variables. If this parent ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of dose and/or a significant dose × trial block interaction, additional repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to compare individual doses with the vehicle. To determine whether drug effects were dependent on rats' baseline choice performance, a median split was performed based on choice behavior under vehicle conditions for each drug. High risk-taking rats were those with a mean percent choice of the large, risky reward above the median, and low risk-taking rats were those with a mean percent choice of the large, risky reward below the median. Drug effects were then analyzed using repeated-measures ANOVA within each risktaking group. Latencies to press each lever during the forced-choice trials were calculated as the time between the nosepoke to initiate a trial and the subsequent lever press (excluding omitted trials). These latencies were analyzed using a three-factor repeated-measures ANOVA, in which lever identity, dose, and trial block were within-subjects factors. Locomotor activity was assessed using repeated-measures ANOVA on the average activity across all intertrial intervals (i.e. in the absence of lights or levers). Shock reactivity was assessed as locomotor activity during the 1-s shock delivery periods averaged across the test session and compared across drug doses using repeated-measures ANOVA. This measure has been shown previously to be sensitive to pharmacological manipulation (Orsini et al., 2016) . Trial omissions were compared across drug doses using a repeated-measures ANOVA. In the case of significant drug effects on omissions, the omissions were divided into failures to nosepoke and failures to lever press (after nose poking). Each omission type was then analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA. For all statistical comparisons, P values less than or equal to 0.05 were considered significant. For post-hoc comparisons, a Bonferroni correction was applied to control for multiple comparisons. Using this correction all P values less than or equal to 0.02 were considered significant. Nonsignificant results are depicted in Table 2 .
Results
Experiment 1: dopaminergic modulation of risky decision-making Cohort 1 (n = 16)
Bromocriptine: The D2/D3 dopamine receptor agonist bromocriptine was administered to replicate previous findings from our lab (Simon et al., 2011) . Analyses of choice behavior revealed that bromocriptine significantly reduced choice of the large, risky reward [decreased risky choice; main effect of dose: F(3, 36) = 8.54, P < 0.01], particularly at higher probabilities of punishment [dose × trial block interaction: F(12, 144) = 2.05, P = 0.02] (Fig. 1a) . Follow-up comparisons between the vehicle and each dose condition separately revealed that this effect was evident at the medium [dose: F(1, 14) = 11.72, P < 0.01] and the high [dose: F(1, 12) = 16.43, P < 0.01] doses, but not at the low dose. When rats were split into high and low risk-taking groups, analyses revealed that bromocriptine decreased choice of the large, risky reward in high risk-taking rats [dose: F(3, 27) = 10.81, P < 0.01; dose × trial block: F(12,108) = 2.26, P < 0.01] but not in low risk-taking rats (Table 3) . Post-hoc comparisons showed that bromocriptine caused a significant decrease in choice of the large, risky reward in the high risk-taking group at the medium [dose: F(1, 7) = 15.86, P < 0.01; dose × trial block: F(4, 28) = 9.10, P < 0.01] and high [dose: F(1, 7) = 13.97, P < 0.01] doses but not the low dose. Analyses of latencies to press levers during forcedchoice trials revealed a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 45) = 4.51, P < 0.01], although there were no significant interactions between dose and lever identity, dose and trial block or dose, lever identity and trial bock. Post-hoc analyses showed that there were no significant differences between vehicle and the low or medium doses. The high dose of bromocriptine, however, increased lever press latencies relative to vehicle [dose: F(1, 15) = 9.66, P < 0.01]. Mean lever-press latencies for each dose are displayed in Table 4 . Finally, there was a significant main effect of trial block as well as a lever × trial block interaction on response latencies for bromocriptine as well as for the other dopaminergic drugs. Because these effects were not related to drug administration, however, these statistics will not be reported further.
In addition to the effects described above, there was a significant main effect of drug dose on locomotor activity [F(3, 45) = 3.45, P < 0.02] whereby both the low [t (15) = 4.84, P < 0.01] and high dose [t (15) = 3.06, P < 0.01] decreased locomotor activity during the task. Bromocriptine had no effect on shock reactivity but did cause an increase in the number of omissions on freechoice trials [F(3, 45) = 6.88, P < 0.01]. Follow-up tests showed that the medium and high doses of bromocriptine increased omissions relative to vehicle [medium:
Omissions were further divided into failures to nosepoke and failures to lever press after nose poking. Bromocriptine increased lever-press omissions [F(3, 45) = 6.01, P < 0.01] but had no effect on nosepoke omissions. Further post-hoc analysis revealed that bromocriptine caused a significant increase in failures to lever press at the medium [t (15) = − 2.69, P < 0.02] and high [t (15) = − 2.83, P < 0.01] doses but not the low dose. Locomotor activity, shock reactivity, and omissions data for bromocriptine as well as all other drugs are displayed in Table 5 . Considered together, these data suggest that activation of D2/D3 receptors decreases risky choice by shifting rats' preference toward the small, safe reward.
Cohort 2 (n = 16) PD128 907: To determine whether the effects of bromocriptine are specifically mediated through D3 receptors, rats were tested in the task with the selective D3 receptor agonist PD128 907. Analyses of choice performance revealed a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 45) = 4.25, P = 0.01] but no significant dose × trial block interaction (Fig. 1c) . Follow-up comparisons between the vehicle and each dose condition separately showed that choice of the large, risky reward was reduced by the high dose [F(1, 15) = 9.56, P = 0.01] but not by the medium or low doses. Given that the magnitude of the reduction in choice of the large, risky reward was equivalent across all probabilities of punishment (particularly in the first block of trials when there was no possibility of punishment), these results suggest that PD128907 impaired rats' ability to discriminate between the large and small reward, or otherwise reduced preference for the large reward. When rats were split into high risk-taking and low risk-taking groups, PD128 907 had no effect on low risk-taking rats. In high risk-taking rats, although there was a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 21) = 6.27, P < 0.01, Table 3 ] in decreasing choice of the large, risky reward, there was no significant dose × trial block interaction. Post-hoc comparisons revealed that PD128 907 decreased choice of the large, risky reward in high risk-taking rats at the high dose [dose: t(15) = − 1.00, P = 0.33 Medium Dose × trial block: F(4, 56) = 2.58, P = 0.05 Dose: F(1, 15) = 2.56, P = 0.13 Dose × lever identity: F(1, 15) < 0.01, P = 0.99 Dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 0.66, P = 0.62 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(4, 60) = 1.96, P = 0.11 t(15) = 2.11, P = 0.05 --High Dose × trial block: F(4, 48) = 2.23, P = 0.08 Dose × lever identity: F(1, 15) = 0.90, P = 0.36 Dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 0.59, P = 0.67 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(4, 60) = 0.33, P = 0.86
Main effect Dose × trial block: F(12, 180) = 0.62, P = 0.82 Dose × lever identity: F(3, 45) = 2.42, P = 0.78 Dose × trial block: F(12, 180) = 0.45, P = 0.94
Low Dose: F(1, 15) = 0.5, P = 0.82 Dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 0.83, P = 0.51 Dose: F(1, 15) = 0.31, P = 0.586 Dose × lever identity: F(1, 15) = 0.06, P = 0.81 Dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 1.71, P = 0.16 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(4, 60) = 1.33, P = 0.27
Dose: F(1, 15) = 2.56, P = 0.13 Dose × lever identity: F(1, 15) < 0.01, P = 0.99 Dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 0.66, P = 0.62 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(4, 60) = 1.96, P = 0.11
High Dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 0.92, P = 0.46 Dose × lever identity: F(1, 15) = 3.48, P = 0.08 Dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 0.37, P = 0.83 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(4, 60) = 1.88, P = 0.13 Dose × lever identity: F(3, 27) = 2.83, P = 0.06 Dose × trial block: F(12, 108) = 1.35, P = 0.20 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(12, 108) = 1.31, P = 0.22 -F(3, 45) = 0.53, P = 0.67 F(3, 45) = 1.00, P = 0.40 Low -Dose: F(1, 9) = 0.6, P = 0.38 Dose × trial block: F(4, 36) = 1.60, P = 0.20
F(1, 9) = 3.19, P = 0.11 Dose × trial block: F(4, 36) = 1.18, P = 0.38
Main effect Dose: F(3, 39) = 0.80, P = 0.50 Dose × block: F(12, 156) = 0.94, P = 0.51 Dose × lever identity: F(3, 30) = 0.31, P = 0.29 Dose × trial block: F(12, 120) = 1.17, P = 0.31 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(12, 120) = 1.16, P = 0.32
8-OH-DPAT Main effect Dose: F(3, 45) = 1.25, P = 0.30 Dose: F(3, 18) = 1.41, P = 0.08 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(12, 72) = 1.01, P = 0.45
Small, safe lever Dose: F(1, 16) = 1.16, P = 0.30 Dose × block: F(4, 64) = 1.00, P = 0.41
Large, risky lever Dose: F(1, 10) = 7.11, P = 0.02 Dose × block: F(4, 40) = 1.32, P = 0.28 Medium Dose: F(1, 15) = 3.28, P = 0.09 Dose × block: F(4, 60) = 0.31, P = 0.87
Small, safe lever Dose: F(1, 14) = 0.05, P = 0.82 Dose × block: F(4, 56) = 0.14, P = 0.97
Large, risky lever Dose: F(1, 8) = 7.18, P = 0.03 High Dose: F(1, 17) = 0.05, P = 0.83 Small, safe lever Dose: F(1, 15) = 5.61, P = 0.03
Large, risky lever Dose: F(1, 9) = 1.91, P = 0.20 WAY-100635
Main effect Dose: F(3, 51) = 0.70, P = 0.56 Block: F(12, 204) = 0.93, P = 0.52 Dose: F(3, 24) = 1.96, P = 0.15 Dose × lever identity: F(3, 24) = 1.03, P = 0.40 Dose × trial block: F(12, 96) = 0.96, P = 0.50 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(12, 96) = 1.44, P = 0.16
Noradrenergic manipulation: nonsignificant data Atomoxetine Main effect Dose: F(3, 30) = 1.70, P = 0.19 Dose × block: F(12, 120) = 0.45, P = 0.94 Dose: F(3, 24) = 2.23, P = 0.11 Dose × lever identity: F(3, 24) = 1.25, P = 0.32 Dose × trial block: F(12, 96) = 0.53, P = 0.89 Dose × lever identity × trial block: F(12, 96) = 1.11, P = 0.36
All post-hoc comparisons are with vehicle.
F(1, 7) = 8.46, P < 0.02] but not the other doses. These data suggest that PD128 907 is more effective in impairing reward discrimination in rats that prefer the large, risky option. In addition to its effects on choice performance, PD128 907 increased latencies to press both levers [dose: F(3, 45) = 8.48, P < 0.01; dose × lever identity × trial block: F(12, × 180) = 1.90, P < 0.05; Table 4 ]. Follow-up comparisons showed that this effect was only evident at the high dose [dose: F(1, 15) = 16.36, P < 0.01] but not at the medium or low dose. PD128 907 also decreased locomotor activity [F(3, 45) = 3.09, P < 0.05] but post-hoc analyses revealed no significant difference between vehicle or any of the doses individually. Finally, PD128 907 had no significant effect on shock reactivity or free-choice trial omissions (Table 5) . Collectively, these data suggest that, rather than risky choice per se, D3 receptor activity is involved in the ability to discriminate between rewards of different magnitudes.
Cohort 3 (n = 16) L-741 626: To determine whether blockade of D2 receptors would have effects opposite of those caused by bromocriptine, a separate cohort of rats received the selective D2 receptor antagonist L-741 626. Analyses of task performance revealed no significant effects of L-741 626 on choice performance, either in the group as a whole (Fig. 1d) or when divided into high and low risktaking groups (Table 3 ). There were also no significant effects on locomotor activity, shock reactivity, response latencies on forced-choice trials, or omissions during freechoice trials (Table 5 ). These data indicate that D2 receptor blockade is not sufficient to alter risky decisionmaking.
SB-277 011-A:
To further evaluate the role of D3 receptor signaling, rats received the selective D3 receptor antagonist SB-277 011-A. Analyses of task performance showed that SB-277 011-A had no significant effect on risky choice, either in the group as a whole (Fig. 1e) or when split into high and low risk-taking groups (Table 3) . There were no significant effects of SB-277 011-A on latencies to press levers in forced-choice trials (Table 4) . There were also no significant effects of SB-277 011-A on locomotor activity, shock reactivity, or omissions during free-choice trials (Table 5) . Together with the fact that PD128 907 had no effect on risky choice, these results suggest that modulation of D3 receptor activity alone is not sufficient to regulate risky decision-making. 7) = 3.17, P = 0.12 -Dose × block F(4, 28) = 1.60, P = 0.20 -Medium Dose F(1, 7) = 15.86, P = 0.01 -Dose × block F(4, 28) = 9.10, P < 0.01 -High Dose F(1, 7) = 13.97, P = 0.01 -Dose × block F(4, 28) = 2.92, P = 0.04 -Sumanirole D2 agonist Main effect Dose F(3, 21) = 4.08, P = 0.02 F(3, 21) = 0.14, P = 0.93 Dose × block F(12, 84) = 2.21, P = 0.02 Sumanirole: The fact that drugs targeting D3 receptors appeared to have no specific effects on risk-taking suggests that bromocriptine may preferentially interact with D2 receptors to reduce risky choice. To test this hypothesis, rats received the selective D2 receptor agonist sumanirole. Analyses of choice behavior revealed that sumanirole decreased choice of the large, risky reward, particularly in the blocks in which the risk of punishment was the greatest [dose × trial block: F(12, 180) = 1.91, P < 0.05] (Fig. 1b) . Follow-up comparisons between the vehicle and each dose separately revealed that the low dose caused a nearsignificant decrease in risky choice [dose: F(1, 15) = 4.16, P = 0.06] but that the medium and high doses were without effect on choice behavior. When rats were split into high and low risk-taking rats, sumanirole had a selective effect in the high risk-taking rats, causing a significant decrease in risky choice [dose: F(3, 21) = 4.08, P < 0.02; dose × trial block: F(12, 94) = 2.21, P < 0.02]. In contrast, there were no significant effects of sumanirole in low risk-taking rats (Table 3 ). The further post-hoc analysis in the high risktaking group revealed a significant decrease in choice of the large, risky reward at the low dose [dose: F(1, 7) = 9.31, P < 0.02] but not at the other doses. Sumanirole had no significant effect on latencies to press levers in forcedchoice trials (Table 4) . Finally, sumanirole did not affect locomotor activity, shock reactivity, or omissions during free-choice trials (Table 5) . Collectively, these data provide additional evidence that activation of D2 receptors, particularly in those rats that prefer the risky option, shifts preference away from the large, risky reward (reduced risky choice).
Experiment 2: serotonergic modulation of risky decisionmaking Cohort 1 (n = 16)
Citalopram: To determine whether serotonergic signaling modulates decision-making under risk of punishment, the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor citalopram was administered prior to testing. Analyses of choice behavior ( Fig. 2a) revealed that there was neither a significant main effect of dose nor a significant dose × trial block interaction, indicating that blockade of serotonin reuptake (resulting in an increase in serotonin availability) had no effect on the choice of the large, risky reward. There also was also no significant effect of citalopram on choice performance when rats were divided into high and low risk-taking groups (Table 3) . Consistent with this, there was no effect of citalopram on latencies to press levers on forced-choice trials (Table 4) . Notably, for citalopram, as well as the other drugs targeting the serotonergic system, there was no significant difference in latencies to press the small, safe lever versus the large, risky lever [lever identity: F(1, 8) = 1.49, NS; lever identity × trial block: F(4, 32) = 1.19, NS] and therefore these statistics will not be reported further. Finally, a repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that citalopram had no significant effect on locomotor activity, shock reactivity or omissions during free-choice trials. Locomotor activity, shock reactivity and omissions for citalopram and the other serotonergic drugs are displayed in Table 5 .
M100 907: Rats received systemic injections of M100 907, a 5-HT2A receptor antagonist, before testing. Similar to citalopram, a repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no significant effect of M100 907 on risky choice (Fig. 2b) , including when rats were divided into high and low risktaking groups (Table 3 ). There were no significant effects of M100 907 on latencies to press levers in forcedchoice trials (Table 4) . Additional analyses showed that M100 907 did not significantly affect locomotor activity, shock reactivity or omissions during free-choice trials (Table 5) . Collectively, these results indicate that blockade of 5-HT2A receptors had no effect on risky choice.
SB 242 084: Rats received systemic injections of SB 242 084, a 5-HT2C receptor antagonist, before testing. Using a twofactor repeated-measures ANOVA, analyses showed that there was neither a significant main effect of dose nor a Data are represented as mean (SEM). *Significant difference between vehicle and drug conditions (P < 0.05).
significant dose × trial block interaction (Fig. 2c) . There also was no significant effect of SB 242 084 on choice performance when rats were divided into high and low risk-taking groups (Table 3) . In contrast, when effects of SB 242 084 on latencies to press levers on forced-choice trials were analyzed, there was a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 27) = 4.60, P = 0.01; Table 4 ]. There were, however, no significant interactions between dose and trial block, dose and lever identity or dose, lever identity and trial block. Subsequent post-hoc analyses comparing each dose with vehicle showed that the high dose of SB 242 084 decreased leverpress latencies [dose: F(1, 9) = 11.84, P < 0.01], but that neither the low nor or medium doses had any effect. Analysis of locomotor activity also revealed a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 45) = 4.48, P < 0.01; Table 5 ] although there were no significant differences between vehicle and any of the doses. Finally, SB 242 084 had no effect on shock reactivity or omissions during free-choice trials (Table 5) . Collectively, these results indicate that SB 242 084 had no effect on risky choice, but the highest dose did cause a decrease in latencies to press levers on forcedchoice trials and an increase in locomotor activity.
Cohort 2 (n = 18) WAY-100 635: In a separate cohort of rats, the effects of WAY-100 635, a 5-HT1A receptor antagonist, on risky decision-making were assessed. A two-factor repeatedmeasures ANOVA showed no significant main effect of dose and no significant dose × trial block interaction, indicating that blockade of 5-HT1A receptors had no effect on risky choice (Fig. 2d) . There also was no significant effect of WAY-100 635 on choice performance when rats were divided into high and low risk-taking groups (Table 3) . Similarly, WAY-100635 had no significant effect on latencies to press levers on forcedchoice trials (Table 4 ). In addition, there were no significant effects of WAY-100 635 on locomotor activity, shock reactivity or omissions during free-choice trials (Table 5) .
8-OH-DPAT:
Rats received systemic injections of 8-OH-DPAT, a 5-HT1A receptor agonist, before testing. Although there was no significant main effect of dose on risky choice, there was a significant dose × trial block interaction [F(12, 180) = 3.86, P < 0.01]. As depicted in Fig. 2e, this significant interaction manifested as a decrease in risky choice, particularly in the first block, which was largely driven by the high dose. Post-hoc analyses comparing vehicle to the high dose confirmed this with a significant interaction between dose and trial block [dose × trial block: F(4, 68) = 4.24, P < 0.01]. There were, however, no significant differences in the risky choice between the vehicle and the low or medium doses. Given that the high dose decreased choice in the first block of trials in which there was no risk of punishment, these data suggest that rather than risky choice per se, 8-OH-DPAT may have instead affected reward discrimination. When rats were divided into high and low risk-taking groups, there was a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 18) = 3.74, P < 0.053] and a significant dose × trial block interaction [F(12, 72) = 2.95, P < 0.01] in high risk-taking rats. In low risk-taking rats, there was a significant dose × trial block interaction [F(12, 96) = 2.31, P < 0.02] but no significant main effect of dose (Table 3) .
Further post-hoc analysis revealed that 8-OH-DPAT caused a significant dose × trial block interaction in the low risk-taking group at the high dose [F(4, 32) = 3.37, P < 0.02] but no significant effects with the other doses.
In the high risk-taking group, post-hoc analyses revealed no significant main effects or interactions in comparisons between the vehicle and each dose individually. These effects on choice behavior were accompanied by significant effects of 8-OH-DPAT on lever-press latencies in forced-choice trials (Table 4) . Although there was neither a significant main effect of dose nor a significant interaction between dose, lever identity and trial block, there were significant interactions between dose and lever identity [F(3, 18) = 3.51, P < 0.05] and dose and trial block [F(12, 72) = 6.18, P < 0.01]. Given these interactions, subsequent post-hoc analyses focused on the effects of 8-OH-DPAT on each lever separately. For the small, safe lever, there was a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 39) = 2.83, P < 0.05] and a significant interaction between dose and trial block [F(12, 156) = 3.51, P < 0.01]. While there were no significant differences in latencies for the small, safe lever for the low and medium doses compared with vehicle, the highest dose increased latencies to press this lever [dose × trial block: F(4, 60) = 6.92, P < 0.01]. Similar to choice performance, the most dramatic effect of the high dose on latencies was in the first block, after which latencies decreased and became comparable to those under vehicle conditions. For latencies to press the large, risky lever, there was also a significant main effect of dose [F(3, 21) = 3.40, P < 0.05] and a significant interaction between dose and trial block [F(12, 84) = 4.09, P < 0.01]. In contrast to the small, safe lever, however, the medium and high doses but not the low dose of 8-OH-DPAT caused a significant decrease in latencies to press the large, risky lever [medium: dose × trial block, F(4, 32) = 4.63, P < 0.01; high: dose × trial block, F(4, 36) = 10.08, P < 0.01]. Given that 8-OH-DPAT decreased choice of the large, risky reward and increased latencies to the press the small, safe lever predominantly in the first block, it appears that this 5-HT1A receptor agonist may have affected the ability to discriminate between small and large rewards rather than affecting decision-making per se. With respect to other behavioral measures, there was a significant main effect of dose on locomotor activity [F(3, 51) = 6.94, P < 0.01], with the highest dose decreasing locomotor activity relative to vehicle [t (17) = 2.89, P < 0.01]. There were, however, no significant effects of 8-OH-DPAT on shock reactivity or omissions during free-choice trials (Table 5) .
Noradrenergic modulation of decision-making
To begin to investigate whether norepineprhine modulates risky decision-making, a separate cohort of rats (n = 11) received systemic injections of atomoxetine, a norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, before testing (Fig. 3) . There was neither a significant main effect of dose nor a significant interaction between dose and trial block. There was also no significant effect of atomoxetine on choice performance when rats were divided into high and low risk-taking groups (Table 3 ). There were no significant effects of atomoxetine on latencies to press levers on forced-choice trials (Table 4 ). Finally, atomoxetine had no significant effect on locomotor activity, shock reactivity, or omissions during free-choice trials (Table 5) . Thus, similar to the drugs targeting the serotonergic system, atomoxetine did not appear to alter risky decision-making.
Discussion
Dopamine, serotonin, and norepinephrine signaling are implicated in several forms of decision-making, but their roles in decision-making under risk of punishment are less clear. To this end, the current study investigated the role of each of these neurotransmitter systems in a decision-making task in which the risk associated with the large reward is that of footshock punishment (Simon et al., 2009; Orsini et al., 2015) . Replicating previous work (Simon et al., 2011) , acute administration of the D2/D3 dopamine receptor agonist bromocriptine decreased choice of the large, risky reward (decreased risky choice), an effect that was also observed (albeit to a lesser extent) with the more selective dopamine D2 receptor agonist sumanirole (Table 6 ). In contrast, although the selective D3 dopamine receptor agonist PD128 907 also reduced choice of the large, risky reward, its effects seemed to be due to impairments of reward discrimination, in that preference for the large reward was reduced even in the absence of punishment. Finally, although the 5-HT1A receptor agonist 8-OH-DPAT also appeared to have a small, yet significant, effect on reward discrimination, there were otherwise no effects of any serotonergictargeting drugs or the norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor atomoxetine (Table 6 ). The fact that many of the drugs had few if any effects on behavior could indicate that the doses tested were subeffective. However, these doses have been shown to alter behavioral performance in other tasks that have comparable cognitive and motor demands (Winstanley et al., 2004; Boulougouris et al., 2008; Bari et al., 2009; St Onge and Floresco, 2009; Zeeb et al., 2009; Koffarnus et al., 2011; Simon et al., 2011; Fernando et al., 2012; Baarendse et al., 2013) , suggesting that the absence of drug effects instead indicates a lack of significant role of the receptor systems involved. This notion is consistent with previous work showing that the neuropharmacology of decision-making depends on the 'cost' associated with the large reward. For example, stimulation of dopamine D1 receptors increases risky choice when the cost associated with the large reward is that of reward omission (St Onge and Floresco, 2009) . When the cost involves risk of punishment, however, stimulation of D1 receptors has no effect (Simon et al., 2011) .
Collectively, these data suggest that decision-making involving risk of explicit punishment is modulated by dopaminergic, but not serotonergic or noradrenergic, neurotransmission and that these effects are mediated predominantly through D2 receptors. On the surface, this conclusion appears to conflict with the fact that there were no effects of the selective D2 receptor antagonist L-741 626. One mechanistic explanation for this discrepancy is that the D2 receptor agonist-induced decrease in risky choice may arise from activation of presynaptic D2 autoreceptors, resulting in a decrease in synaptic dopamine levels. If true, this would be consistent with previous work showing that dopamine levels in the nucleus accumbens decrease upon presentation of aversive stimuli (Badrinarayan et al., 2012; Oleson et al., 2012) . Binding of a D2 receptor antagonist to autoreceptors, however, would not result in a decrease in dopamine levels, and thus would not be expected to cause shifts away from (or toward) aversive or risky options. Finally, it is worth noting that there is precedence in the literature for such differences in the effects of D2 receptor agonists and antagonists. Porter-Stransky et al. (2013) reported that intraaccumbens administration of the D2 receptor agonist quinpirole altered behavior in a choice task, whereas a D2 receptor antagonist was without effect. In addition, in our previous work with the risky decision-making task, we found that, like systemic bromocriptine, intra-accumbens quinpirole reduces choice of the large risky reward (Mitchell et al., 2014) , whereas systemic administration of eticlopride has no effect on choice behavior (Simon et al., 2011) . It will be important to perform follow-up experiments to determine whether D2 receptor tone (particularly in the nucleus accumbens) is key to optimal risk-taking behavior.
Dopaminergic signaling in risky choice
The decrease in risky choice produced by bromocriptine administration stands in contrast to the effects of bromocriptine in other risk-based decision-making tasks. Using a probabilistic discounting task in which the risk associated with the large reward is that of reward omission, St Onge and Floresco (2009) found that bromocriptine increased risky choice. To complicate matters further, bromocriptine had no effect on choice performance in a rat gambling task. In this task, rats choose between four different options, each of which is associated with different reward sizes and punishment time outs. While this task was sensitive to modulation by amphetamine (as is the risky decision-making task; Simon et al., 2009 ), Zeeb et al. (2009 did not observe any changes in decision-making after acute bromocriptine. Such discrepancies in the effects of dopamine receptor-targeting drugs, however, are not without precedent. For example, while the D2 receptor antagonist eticlopride decreases risky choice in the probability discounting task (St Onge and Floresco, 2009) , it has no effect on risky choice in the risky decisionmaking task (although co-administration of eticlopride does attenuate amphetamine-induced decreases in risky choice; Simon et al., 2011) . Thus, it appears that, unlike in other risk-based decision-making tasks, D2 receptors play a modulatory but not necessary role in punishmentbased decision-making. Unlike with nonselective D2/D3 ligands, the effects of administration of more selective drugs appears to be more consistent across studies. St Onge and Floresco (2009) also found that acute systemic administration of PD128 907 (D3 agonist) reduces choices of large risky rewards in a manner consistent with impaired reward discrimination, although this same drug had no effect in the rat gambling task (Di Ciano et al., 2015) . In addition, as in the current study, neither D2 nor D3 antagonists affected choice behavior in either the probability discounting task or the rat gambling task (St Onge and Floresco, 2009; Di Ciano et al., 2015) ).
Although the current study employed only systemic drug administration, the loci of drug actions can be speculated on the basis of previous work. Stable individual differences in rats' preference for the large, risky reward in the risky decision-making task are negatively correlated with striatal expression of D2 receptor mRNA, such that greater risktaking is associated with lower expression (Mitchell et al., 2014) . Consistent with these previous data, as well as the current results, acute administration of the D2/D3 agonist quinpirole into the ventral striatum (but not dorsal striatum) reduced choice of the large, risky reward (Mitchell et al., 2014) . These findings in the context of an explicit risky decision-making task mirror those from other lines of research. For example, ventral striatal quinpirole administration facilitates conditioned avoidance behavior, and knockdown of ventral striatal D2 receptors abolishes place aversion induced by optogenetic silencing of ventral tegmental area dopamine neurons (Boschen et al., 2011; Danjo et al., 2014) . Considered together, these data suggest a broader role for ventral striatal D2 receptor signaling in promoting risk-avoidant and harm-avoidant behaviors.
Serotonergic and noradrenergic signaling in risky choice
Although none of the drugs targeting the serotonin system had an appreciable effect on decision-making, many of them have been shown to modulate other forms of risky decision-making (Homberg et al., 2008; Zeeb et al., 2009; Ishii et al., 2015; Adams et al., 2017) . For example, performance in the rat gambling task is sensitive to modulation by serotonergic agents. Zeeb et al. (2009) found that the 5-HT1A receptor agonist 8-OH-DPAT impaired choice performance such that rats decreased their choice of the best option (i.e. maximal reward with minimal punishment) and biased their choice toward nonoptimal options, or those that resulted in larger immediate rewards but greater long-term losses. It is true that there was an effect of 8-OH-DPAT on choice behavior in the present study (Fig. 2e) , but it appears that this effect was a result of impaired reward discrimination given that the decrease in choice of the large, risky reward occurred in the first block of trials, in which there was no risk of punishment. In a more recent study, Adams et al. (2017a) provided evidence for a role of 5-HT2C receptors, but not 5-HT2A receptors, in performance in the rat gambling task. Critically, however, this was dependent on the addition of audiovisual cues to the task. Administration of the 5-HT2C antagonist SB 242 084 improved decision-making (i.e. increased choice of the optimal option) only in a version of the rat gambling task in which cues were present. Given that serotonergic neurotransmission was recruited selectively in the cued version of the task, it is possible that the lack of effects of serotonergic agents on choice behavior in the present work was because of the absence of cues. Indeed, it is well-established that reward-paired cues can enhance motivation and drive goal-directed behavior (Robinson and Berridge, 2008) . Thus, serotonin may be specifically important for the ability of cues to guide behavior in the context of risky decision-making, suggesting that if cues were incorporated into the task, effects of drugs targeting the serotonergic system, or at least 5-HT2C receptors, might emerge.
Another, and perhaps more parsimonious, explanation for why there were no effects of serotonergic agents is simply that, in contrast to dopamine, serotonin is not an important modulator of decision-making involving risk of explicit punishment. Not surprisingly, the nature of the cost involved in decision-making can dictate how different neurotransmitter systems and brain regions are engaged during decision-making. Stimulation of D2 receptors with bromocriptine, for example, decreases risky choice (this study; Simon et al., 2011) , has no effect in the rat gambling task (Zeeb et al., 2009 ) and increases risky choices in a probability discounting task (St Onge and Floresco, 2009) . Notably, there is evidence that serotonin plays an important role in punishment-induced inhibition of ongoing behavior (Crockett et al., 2009) . Many of the studies that have reported such effects, however, have employed less complex tasks that do not entail weighing different punishment contingencies against potential rewards. Given the complexity of decision-making (Rangel et al., 2008; Orsini et al., 2015; Fobbs and Mizumori, 2017) , it is important to consider differences such as task design and the cost involved as they may recruit different neurobiological systems.
This explanation may also extend to the role of norepinephrine in risky decision-making. Systemic administration of atomoxetine had no effect on choice under risk of punishment, which contrasts with other work showing that atomoxetine increases preference for large, risky rewards in a probability discounting task (Montes et al., 2015) . Instead of the risk of footshock, the probability discounting task uses reward uncertainty as the cost associated with the large reward, with the uncertainty of reward delivery increasing across the task. Hence, norepinephrine may differentially modulate decision-making depending on the type of risk involved in the decision. There are few other studies that have examined the role of norepinephrine on risky decision-making, and for those that do exist, it is still unclear how norepinephrine is involved. For example, atomoxetine impairs decision-making in the rat gambling task, but only when it is co-administered with a dopamine reuptake inhibitor (Baarendse et al., 2013) . On the basis of the present study, however, it is evident that decision-making involving risk of explicit punishment is not sensitive to modulation by norepinephrine.
Limitations and concluding remarks
It is notable that the drug that produced the largest effect on choice performance (bromocriptine) was also one of the least selective. Among dopamine receptors, bromocriptine has high affinity and selectivity for the D2 and D3 subtypes, but its affinity for several serotonin and norepinephrine receptor subtypes is nearly equivalent (Kvernmo et al., 2006) . Hence, it is possible that its greater efficacy may have been due in part to its combined actions on multiple monoamine systems. Future studies employing combinations of both agonists and antagonists will be necessary to fully explore this possibility.
An additional caveat to the findings in the present study is that only male rats were used. In recent years, it has become evident that there are clear sex differences in risky decision-making (van den Bos et al., 2013; Orsini and Setlow, 2017) . For example, in the same task used in the present study, females are significantly more risk averse relative than males (Orsini et al., 2016) . Using a rodent simulation of the Iowa gambling task, others have demonstrated that while females can identify the most advantageous option earlier in training than males, males overall select such options more frequently than females (Georgiou et al., 2018) . Importantly, in both of these tasks, pharmacological manipulation of dopamine neurotransmission had sex-dependent effects on choice performance. In the risky decision-making task, amphetamine decreased risky choice to a greater extent in females than males (Orsini et al., 2016) , suggesting that females may be more sensitive to dopaminergic modulation of decision-making involving risk of punishment. In the rat Iowa gambling task, activation of D2 receptors impaired choice performance only in females, but blockade of these same receptors impaired choice performance only in males (Georgiou et al., 2018) . In addition to such sex differences in decision-making, there is a large literature documenting sex differences in amphetamine-induced dopamine release and dopamine receptor density in the striatum (for review, see Becker and Hu 2008; Becker et al., 2012) . Hence, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that D2 receptor activity may function differently during risky decision-making in males and females, and consequently, that D2 receptor agonists such as bromocriptine and sumanirole may affect choice behavioral differently in the two sexes. Experiments are underway to test this hypothesis.
Many disorders that feature altered dopamine neurotransmission such as Parkinson's disease and substance use are also characterized by abnormal risky decisionmaking (Rogers et al., 1999; Brand et al., 2004; Dodd et al., 2005; Mimura et al., 2006; Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2007) . A better grasp of the contributions of dopamine (as well as serotonin and norepinephrine) to risky decision-making will be important for understanding the etiology of and possible treatments for these disorders.
